Dear Seventh graders,

Hope you are enjoying an unexpected day off from school today. In this Blizzard bag you will find three
articles. Please read the article for the snow day we are on then answer and print off the questions only.
This will need to be turned in when you return to school. It will be graded. Please make sure that you
also have the spelling assignments done also.
Day one- read the story Dream Jobs-Public Relations Specialist and answer the questions at the end of
the story.
Day two- read the story Dream Jobs- Deep Sea Submersible Pilot and answer the questions at the end of
the story.
Day three- read the story Dream Jobs- Entomologist and answer the questions at the end of the story.

Have a wonderful day off and see you tomorrow.
Mrs. Thomas

Dream Jobs: Entomologist (bug
scientist)
By National Geographic on 10.06.17
Word Count 1,004
Level MAX

An entomologist prepares moths caught at night in Yonne, France. Photo by: Matthieu Gauvain/Wikimedia.

Dino Martins is an entomologist and National Geographic Emerging Explorer. He studies
pollinators and how they interact with the environment. Pollinators are animals, objects or
forces such as wind that transfer pollen from one plant to another, allowing seeds to develop.
Most of Martins’ work focuses on bees and other insects that are responsible for pollinating
plants from almonds to zucchini.
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“Insects are the invisible, behind-the-scenes workers that keep the planet going,” Martins

says.
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Early Work
Martins grew up in Eldoret, Kenya. Today, Eldoret is one of the fastest-growing cities in
Kenya, but Martins says it was a “farming town” when he was growing up. The rural area
surrounding Eldoret meant “there were always plenty of bugs,” Martins says.
In fact, “my earliest memories are of insects,” Martins says. His interest may have been
sparked by watching the “eruption of color” near local streams as hundreds of brightly colored
butterﬂies ascended after taking a drink.
Martins’ family didn’t have a television, and watching insects became his after-school
entertainment. He says praying mantises, ants and butterﬂies were among the ﬁrst insects he
informally studied. “I tried to catch any insect I could.”

Some of the insects Martins wanted to bring home for study were dangerous, like scorpions,
or found on roadkill — animals killed by vehicles on busy roadways. Still, his parents were
both naturalists and encouraged his interest in bugs and the outdoors.
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In high school, Martins volunteered with the National Museums of Kenya. The organization
supports natural science and ecotourism as well as art and culture. Martins volunteered with
the entomology department, of course.
After high school, Martins went to the United States and graduated with degrees in
anthropology and biology from Indiana University in Bloomington.
“I had total culture shock,” Martins says. “Imagine going from rural Kenya to rural Indiana!”
Martins returned to Kenya and brieﬂy abandoned his work with bugs to pursue what he
thought of as “more serious work” in anthropology.
Ultimately, he decided to return to his passion and earned his Ph.D. from Harvard University.
“In entomology, all the way!”

Most Exciting Part Of Your Work
“Spending the day outside, running around chasing after bugs.”

Most Demanding Part Of Your Work
“A lot of time in the lab.”

How Do You Deﬁne Geography?
“How do I deﬁne geography? How do bugs deﬁne geography?” Martins laughs. “Geography is
complexity; it’s everything in the world that allows bugs to be interesting.... The spaces and
temperatures, climate and landscape.... Geography is everything that makes a good place for
a bug to live.”

Geo-Connection
Martins uses geography before, during and after his work in the ﬁeld. Before even going out,
he consults maps of the area he’s interested in. He keeps an eye out for any unusual features,
such as volcanic hills. These geographic features may create “sky islands,” small habitats with
distinct vegetation.
“Geography determines vegetation,” Martins says, “and vegetation determines the pollinators
we’re looking for.”
For instance, most desert plants are low-growing, with small ﬂowers close to the ground. Hills
and rocky crags, on the other hand, provide more spaces for plants to grow, leading to larger
stems and ﬂowers.
In the ﬁeld, Martins uses geographic tools such as GPS and GIS “all the time.”
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“One of the ways we work is that we’ll catch [an insect] and place it in a cool box. We’ll place a
harmless colored dot on it, with a number so we can identify the individual. We record the
GPS where we tagged it, and then we let it go. As we’re studying the area, we may come
across the same insect again, and we record that location.
“Back in the lab, we can generate maps,” Martins continues. Map layers include information
about the land cover, such as plant species present, and the number, diversity and species
range of pollinators. “The maps help tell us how bees and ﬂowers need each other.”

Martins won’t run out of work anytime soon: “About two-thirds of all ﬂowering plants are
pollinated by bees. There are more than 300,000 ﬂowering plants in the world! What’s most
important is that we have no idea what [bees or other pollinators] pollinate most of them.”
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Martins and other entomologists use geography to help identify new species of insects. It
doesn’t always take them where they expect.
“Most insect biodiversity is in tropical rain forests,” Martins says. “Most insects like hot and
moist. However, bees like hot and dry. They like dry areas because they store their food,
which makes it susceptible to mold in really humid climates. That’s why you get really
incredible bee diversity in desert areas like the American Southwest, the Negev Desert, East
Africa ...”
When Martins thinks he may have spotted a new species, he often takes out his magnifying
glass and looks it in the eye.
“It either has a bee face or a wasp face. Bee faces are kinder. Their faces are rounder, and
their antennae sit higher on their heads.”

So You Want To Be An ... Entomologist
“Anyone can be an entomologist! The most important things are passion and patience. It’s a
lot of fun, but also a lot of hard work.”
Martins oﬀers an example of the patience required in ﬁeldwork. “Recently, a student and I
were looking to document a new bee species. We were sitting close to the ground, in the open
desert, 46 degrees Celsius (114 degrees Fahrenheit) .... We waited for eight hours.”

Get Involved
Although Martins encourages families to visit museums and butterﬂy gardens, he stresses the
importance of just looking around.
“No one is ever far from an insect. There’s no excuse to be bored. Insects are all around you.”
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Quiz
1

2

3

What role do bees play in the lives of ﬂowering plants?
(A)

Bees have reduced the population of ﬂowering plants overall.

(B)

Bees are responsible for helping to pollinate them.

(C)

Bees eat ﬂowering plants, which makes them less likely to reproduce.

(D)

Bees can produce pollen, which helps the plants grow.

Which sentence BEST summarizes HOW entomologists have aﬀected the study of insects?
(A)

They have helped increase the number of plants pollinated by bees.

(B)

They have persuaded people to help conserve ﬂowering plants.

(C)

They have pushed bees to live in healthier environments, like the desert.

(D)

They have discovered many new species of insects in the world.

Read the sentence from the article.

Before even going out, he consults maps of the area he’s interested in.
Which phrase or sentence BEST emphasizes what the author means by "consults"?
(A)

Martins uses special maps to ﬁgure out when bees are reproducing.

(B)

Martins creates maps to ﬁnd where there is a high prevalence of bees.

(C)

Martins creates maps that have more information about bee locations.

(D)

Martins uses maps to ﬁgure out where he will travel to next.
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The author uses a sympathetic tone.
Which selection from the article BEST reﬂects that TONE?
(A)

“How do I deﬁne geography? How do bugs deﬁne geography?” Martins laughs.
“Geography is complexity; it’s everything in the world that allows bugs to be
interesting.... The spaces and temperatures, climate and landscape....
Geography is everything that makes a good place for a bug to live.”

(B)

“Most insect biodiversity is in tropical rain forests,” Martins says. “Most insects
like hot and moist. However, bees like hot and dry. They like dry areas because
they store their food, which makes it susceptible to mold in really humid
climates. That’s why you get really incredible bee diversity in desert areas like
the American Southwest, the Negev Desert, East Africa ...”

(C)

Martins oﬀers an example of the patience required in ﬁeldwork. “Recently, a
student and I were looking to document a new bee species. We were sitting
close to the ground, in the open desert, 46 degrees Celsius (114 degrees
Fahrenheit) .... We waited for eight hours.”

(D)

Although Martins encourages families to visit museums and butterﬂy gardens,
he stresses the importance of just looking around. “No one is ever far from an
insect. There’s no excuse to be bored. Insects are all around you.”
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Dream Jobs: Deep-sea submersible
pilot
By National Geographic, adapted by Newsela staﬀ on 10.16.17
Word Count 1,023
Level 1040L

Erika Bergman (right), pictured with Curasub pilot Bruce Brandt, hopes to make citizen science an even bigger part of her
expeditions by incorporating video chats and Google Hangouts that will allow students to ask questions of the crew. Photo by
Barry Brown

Erika Bergman is a submarine pilot and a lover of all things related to the ocean. Her work
takes her across the globe to improve our understanding of ocean ecosystems.

Early Work
Bergman tinkered with farm equipment while growing up, studied chemical oceanography in
college and worked on a historic steamship in the Puget Sound region of the northwestern
United States. She has managed to weave her various interests into one profession. Her
current work with submarines combines three of the things she loves the most: the ocean,
mechanics and community outreach.
“I’m in my happy place right now," Bergman said. Her job combines very technical work,
where she builds and puts things together, with community outreach and storytelling.
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Despite what may seem like a clear path, Bergman stumbled on her interest in submarines by
“being in the right place at the right time.” While she was in college, she was lucky enough to
be in the lab when the owners of the submarine Antipodes came through. They oﬀered her a
job after graduation. Bergman is an experienced diver and submarine pilot.

Most Exciting Part Of Your Work
Although Bergman is a seasoned diver and submarine pilot, she will never get tired of
exploring what lies below the ocean’s surface.
“Every single dive — it doesn’t matter if you’ve been to the spot 100 times — is completely
diﬀerent. There are so many things that we don’t know about the ocean. Every single time you
dive, you see something new and exciting."
Diving makes concepts like ocean currents into something she can feel and experience. "It’s
not just using your eyes, it’s using all of your senses.”
One of Bergman’s most recent expeditions brought her to the Gardens of the Queen oﬀ the
coast of Cuba. It is home to one of the world’s most vibrant coral reefs. Christopher Columbus
named the area in honor of Queen Isabella of Spain, and it is located in an 840-square-mile
marine preserve, which is the largest in Cuba.
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Most Demanding Part Of Your Work
Safety is the highest priority for submarine pilots. They have to be extremely precise in
navigating the vessel and keeping it in perfect mechanical condition.
“Diving in submarines is really high-intensity and high-stakes; like I said, no dive is ever the
same,” Bergman said. “You’re always facing diﬀerent currents, situations and environments,
and you have to use all of your brain all the time to always be making the best decisions.”
To ensure the safety of those onboard, the submarine crew has to be what she called a
“perfectly oiled machine.” Typically, there are three to ﬁve people in the crew of a manned
submarine, each with a diﬀerent specialty.

How Do You Deﬁne Geography?
“When I think about geography, I picture three-dimensional natural boundaries. For me,
geography is up, down, side-to-side,” Bergman said. She remembers learning geography in
school, but it was very ﬁxed and two-dimensional.
“I memorized every single country in the world and wrote it down on a map, 30 minutes later
forgot it all, and half of those countries are diﬀerent now. When they’re teaching it to you, they
say, ‘Here’s the line, it doesn’t move and it’s two-dimensional,’ but I realized that two
dimensions don’t cut it.”

Geo-Connection
Bergman’s experience diving in the Gulf Stream, a major current in the Atlantic Ocean, helped
her see the close connections her work has to geography. She described it as a roller coaster,
going up and down from the ocean surface to the seaﬂoor.
Navigational tools on the submarine use geospatial technologies like the global positioning
system (GPS). In combination with acoustic tracking and sonar, these systems allow the crew
to pilot the submarine to speciﬁc targets on the ocean ﬂoor. Sonar uses sound waves to “see"
in the water. It sends an acoustic signal or pulse of sound into the water. If an object is in the
path of the sound pulse, the sound bounces oﬀ the object and returns an “echo.”

So You Want To Be A . . . Deep-Sea Submersible Pilot
Understanding how submarines work means being familiar with a wide variety of technologies.
“Be open to learning new things. You need a basic grasp of electronics, hydraulics and
pneumatics, but you don’t have to be an expert in any one of them. Just be willing to learn
something new and get very hands on.” Hydraulics involves the movement of liquids. In a
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submarine, the hydraulic system may power the steering, pumps, vent valves, ﬂood valves
and safety tanks. Pneumatics deals with gases, and some submarines use pneumatics for
compressed-air power, pressure air bottles and air lines.
Tinkering with everyday objects can also be a great way to get started with the basics.
“Don’t be afraid to take something apart, see how it works and try and put it back together,”
Bergman said.

Get Involved
Bergman is hoping to make citizen science an even bigger part of her upcoming expeditions.
She plans to incorporate video chats and Google Hangouts that will allow students to ask
questions of the crew.
"You see rock walls and cliﬀ faces like skyscrapers and cities bursting with life, but you don’t
know about that until you can lay eyes on it. That’s why I want to take people down with me."
Current technologies don’t allow manned submersibles to communicate with the people above
the surface like a remotely operated vehicle (ROV) would. However, Bergman is optimistic the
technology will soon be available. Already, she has reached out to classrooms and invited
students to come up with research questions.
This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.
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In the meantime, there are plenty of opportunities for citizen science and learning about
mechanics. MATE ROV competitions, for instance, allow students as young as third-graders
to build underwater robots and compete with them for prizes. MATE is a tech education
organization and stands for Marine Advanced Technology Education.
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Quiz
1

Read the sentence from the section "Early Work."

Bergman tinkered with farm equipment while growing up, studied
chemical oceanography in college and worked on a historic steamship
in the Puget Sound region of the northwestern United States.
Which answer choice is the BEST deﬁnition of the word "tinkered" as used in the sentence?

2

(A)

went to school to get an education on

(B)

learned about through hands-on experience

(C)

used but was quickly bored with

(D)

avoided but was familiar with

Read the paragraph from the section "Most Exciting Part Of Your Work."

Although Bergman is a seasoned diver and submarine pilot, she will
never get tired of exploring what lies below the ocean’s surface.
Which word or phrase from the paragraph tells the reader that Bergman has lots of diving
experience?

3

(A)

seasoned

(B)

submarine

(C)

get tired

(D)

exploring

How does the author convey the importance of safety in Bergman's work?
(A)

by highlighting how submarine safety has improved since they were ﬁrst used

(B)

by highlighting the importance of federal laws and regulations controlling
underwater safety

(C)

by describing the steps submarine pilots take to make sure everyone is safe

(D)

by describing the things that can go wrong if submarine pilots make a mistake
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Which answer choice BEST explains why the author wrote this article?
(A)

to prove that being a submarine pilot is a good job for most people

(B)

to prove that submarine pilots are some of the best professionals in the world

(C)

to highlight the challenges and rewards of being a submarine pilot

(D)

to highlight the need for more qualiﬁed submarine pilots
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Careers: Public relations specialist
By Bureau of Labor Statistics, adapted by Newsela staﬀ on 07.17.17
Word Count 1,007
Level 1160L

Public relations specialists, like the one pictured here at the board, help shape how the public sees an organization or
company. Photo by: Hero images/Getty
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Public relations specialists create and maintain a favorable public image for the organization
they represent. They shape how people see their organization and increase awareness of its
work and goals.

Duties
Public relations specialists typically do the following:
• Write press releases and prepare information for the media
• Respond to information requests from the media
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• Help clients communicate eﬀectively with the public
• Help maintain their organization's corporate image and identity
• Draft speeches and arrange interviews for an organization’s top executives
• Evaluate advertising and promotion programs to determine whether they work with their
organization’s public relations eﬀorts
• Evaluate public opinion of clients through social media
Public relations specialists are also called communications specialists and media specialists.
They handle an organization’s communication with the public. This includes consumers,
investors, reporters and other media specialists. In government, public relations specialists
may be called press secretaries. In this setting, workers keep the public informed about the
activities of government oﬃcials and agencies.
Public relations specialists draft press releases. Then they contact people in the media who
might print or broadcast their material. Many news stories start at the desks of public relations
specialists. For example, a press release might describe a public issue, such as health,
energy or the environment, and what an organization does concerning that issue.
Press releases are increasingly being sent through the Internet and social media. They are still
published through traditional media outlets as well. Public relations specialists are often in
charge of monitoring and responding to social media questions and concerns.
Public relations specialists are diﬀerent from advertisers. Public relations specialists get their
stories covered by the media. Advertisers purchase ad space in publications and on television.

Work Environment
Public relations specialists held about 240,700 jobs in 2014. The largest employers of public
relations specialists were as follows:
Religious, grant-making (charity), civic, professional and similar organizations - 22 percent
Professional, scientiﬁc and technical services - 21 percent
Educational services; state, local and private - 12 percent
Health care and social assistance - 7 percent
State and local government, excluding education and hospitals - 7 percent
Public relations specialists usually work in oﬃces. They also deliver speeches, attend
meetings and community activities, and occasionally travel.

Work Schedules
Most public relations specialists work full time during regular business hours. Long days of
work are common, as is overtime.
This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.
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How To Become A Public Relations Specialist
Public relations specialists typically need a bachelor’s degree. Employers prefer candidates
who have studied public relations, journalism, communications, English or business.
Public relations specialists typically need a bachelor’s degree in public relations, journalism,
communications, English or business. Students produce a portfolio of work that demonstrates
their ability to prospective employers.

Training
Entry-level workers typically begin by maintaining ﬁles of material about an organization’s
activities. They also skim and retain relevant media articles, and they assemble information for
speeches and pamphlets. After gaining experience, public relations specialists begin to write
news releases, speeches or articles for publication. They also carry out public relations
programs.

Other Experience
Internships can be helpful for getting a job as a public relations specialist. Public relations
ﬁrms or the public relations departments of businesses are good places to get internships for
this ﬁeld.
Some employers prefer candidates who have experience communicating with others. A school
newspaper job or a leadership position in the community are ways to gain this experience.

Important Qualities
Interpersonal skills. Public relations specialists deal with the public and the media regularly.
Therefore, they must be open and friendly to maintain a favorable image for their organization.
Organizational skills. Public relations specialists are often in charge of managing several
events at the same time, requiring superior organizational skills.
Problem-solving skills. Public relations specialists sometimes must explain how a company
or client is handling sensitive issues. They must use good judgment in what they report and
how they report it.
Speaking skills. Public relations specialists regularly speak on behalf of their organization.
When doing so, they must be able to clearly explain the organization’s position.
Writing skills. Public relations specialists must be able to write well-organized and clear
press releases and speeches. They must be able to grasp the key messages they want to get
across and write them in a short, succinct way to get the attention of busy readers or listeners.
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Pay

The median annual wage for public relations specialists was $58,020 in May 2016. Half
earned more than that amount, and half earned less. The lowest 10 percent earned less than
$32,090, and the highest 10 percent earned more than $110,560.
In May 2016, the median annual wages for public relations specialists in the top industries
were as follows:
Professional, scientiﬁc and technical services - $61,090
Religious, grant-making (charity), civic, professional and similar organizations - $56,540
State and local government, excluding education and hospitals - $56,360
Educational services; state, local and private - $53,840
Health care and social assistance - $51,620
Most public relations specialists work full time during regular business hours. Long days of
work are common, as is overtime.
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Job Outlook

Employment of public relations specialists is projected to grow 6 percent from 2014 to 2024.
That is about as fast as the average for all occupations.
Organizations will continue to emphasize community outreach and customer relations. They
use these as a way to maintain and improve their reputation and visibility. Public opinion can
change quickly, particularly because both good and bad news spreads rapidly through the
internet. Consequently, public relations specialists will be needed to respond to news
developments and maintain their organization’s reputation.
The growing use of social media also is expected to increase employment for public relations
specialists. Public relations specialists will be needed to help their clients use these new types
of social media eﬀectively.

Job Prospects
Many college graduates apply for the limited number of public relations positions each year.
Candidates can expect strong competition for jobs.
Candidates can expect particularly strong competition at advertising ﬁrms and prestigious
public relations ﬁrms. Organizations with large media exposure will also be competitive.
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Quiz
1

Read the following statement.

Public relations specialists have the power to directly aﬀect how the
public views their organization.
Which selection from the article provides the BEST support for this statement?

2

(A)

Press releases are increasingly being sent through the Internet and social
media. They are still published through traditional media outlets as well.

(B)

Public relations specialists usually work in oﬃces. They also deliver speeches,
attend meetings and community activities, and occasionally travel.

(C)

Public relations specialists are often in charge of managing several events at
the same time, requiring superior organizational skills.

(D)

Public relations specialists regularly speak on behalf of their organization.
When doing so, they must be able to clearly explain the organization’s position.

Read the list of sentences from the article.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Press releases are increasingly being sent through the Internet
and social media.
The growing use of social media also is expected to increase
employment for public relations specialists.
Public relations specialists will be needed to help their clients use
these new types of social media eﬀectively.
Organizations with large media exposure will also be competitive.

Which two sentences taken together provide the BEST evidence that technology is changing the
way public relations specialists do their jobs?
(A)

1 and 2

(B)

1 and 3

(C)

2 and 4

(D)

3 and 4
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Read the two sentences from the article.

Internships can be helpful for getting a job as a public relations
specialist.
Candidates can expect particularly strong competition at advertising
ﬁrms and prestigious public relations ﬁrms.
The two sentences develop the idea that experience is essential for public relations specialists by
____.
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(A)

outlining a contrast between two diﬀerent opinions

(B)

explaining an action and the reaction of organizations

(C)

describing an eﬀect and the situation that caused it

(D)

suggesting a solution and the problem it is meant to solve

Read the section "Pay."
What is the MOST likely reason for including this section?
(A)

to compare the wages for public relations specialists in diﬀerent industries

(B)

to suggest that wages for public relations specialists are aﬀected by technology

(C)

to contrast the wages of public relations specialists in public and private
industries

(D)

to show that wages for public relations specialists have changed over time
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